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FAMILY EVENTS

FEB

2
ASU Open Door
ASU Polytechnic Campus 

FEB

9
ASU Open Door
ASU Downtown Campus

FEB

10
Wild About Sustainability Day
Liberty Wildlife (FREE)

FEB

17
Sustainability Play Day*
Children’s Museum of Phoenix

FEB

23
ASU Open Door
ASU Tempe Campus

FEB

18
Sustainability Family Day*
Arizona Science Center

*Registration or admission fee is required.

presented by

SUSTAINABILITY
solutions festival

sustainabilityfestival.asu.edu
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Hi everyone! I’m Oliver.
I’m a burrowing owl, and I live in the city near you.

Most people think of the city as the place where 
people live and work, full of busy streets, houses, 
buildings and sidewalks. It may not seem like 
there’s any room for anything else, especially 
birds like me and my family.

But a city is also a home for all sorts of other 
creatures, like me! In fact, if you look closely, 
you’ll see that a city is an entire ecosystem 
full of plants and animals living together 
with our human neighbors. You’ll see 
flowers and trees, spiders and insects, 
snakes and lizards, squirrels and birds.

Join me as we explore my community 
and discover how I make my home, who 
are my neighbors, how we all get 
healthy and fresh food, and how you can 
help your neighborhood be a happy and 
productive home for all of its inhabitants.
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Adventures Take Flight at Liberty Wildlife Sanctuary
by Reporter Alex Koss, Rancho Solano Preparatory School

Recently, I had a private tour of Liberty Wildlife, a sanctuary that specializes in the preservation and 
rehabilitation of raptors, which are birds of prey. It is located near the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport on 6.5 acres 
of land. At the sanctuary, I saw bald eagles, golden eagles, ravens, hawks, falcons and owls!

Since it was established in 1981, more than 100,000 animals have been rescued, and there are now more 
than 9,000 animals at the facility. Many of these animals were injured in the wild or turned in by people who 
couldn’t keep them as pets. For 2018, Liberty Wildlife workers took in and rehabilitated more than 9,400 
animals, including the release of five bald eagles!

I also visited the hospital where volunteer veterinary doctors take care of injured animals. They have a 60 
percent success rate of rehabilitation and release back into the wild, which is better than the national average. 
Liberty Wildlife’s goal is preserving animals in Arizona by taking care of wild animals, teaching and educating 
the public about respecting wildlife and conservation efforts of natural environments.

I had an up-close visit with Diego and Frieda, two burrowing owls who were injured and not able to
be released.

Burrowing owls don’t fly very much and make their homes underground. Caregivers at Liberty Wildlife built 
artificial burrows using a large bucket and underground tubes for them. Hundreds of burrowing owls have 
been rescued and released. The caregivers also survey areas where construction of new buildings is 
occurring to find the owls before they are injured.

Liberty Wildlife is open for kids to visit. School visits and public education programs
are organized. Kids can learn about wildlife around them and how to
respect it. Kids also can help by talking to other people
about what they learned and how to be aware of animals
in their natural environment. You can volunteer at the
preserve if you are over 16 years old.

You can learn more about Liberty Wildlife at
libertywildlife.org  or call (480) 998-5550.
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MEETFrida & Diego

Color Frida and Diego with their own unique feather spots!
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Living in a desert isn’t easy. In addition to extreme summer heat, predators 
like coyotes and Gila monsters are always on the hunt for their next meal. 
That’s why many desert creatures like to live underground.

Some of my friends, like desert tortoises and prairie dogs, dig large burrows 
to live in! Inside, the air is cool even in the summer. They’re safe from 
predators, too. These burrows are the perfect place for owls and lots of 

other animals to live and raise a family. As long as we stay out of their 
way, our other burrow buddies don’t seem to mind. When humans use 
an existing building or item in a way that wasn’t part of the

original plan, like my family using a prairie dog burrow, they call
that “adaptive reuse.”

Many other animals like to live with desert tortoises too. Search the  
burrow below and label them all.
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You might think it’s strange that owls sometimes live in 
other animals’ burrows, but it makes a lot of sense to me. 
Digging your own burrow is hard, especially if you’re a 
bird. By using a burrow made by someone else, I save 
time, energy and resources.

People can do the same thing. For example, shipping 
containers are large metal boxes used to transport all 
kinds of things on boats, trains and trucks. When the 
container is no longer needed for shipping, some
people use them to make houses. This is an example
of adaptive reuse. It saves people time and money by 
finding a new way to use something that might
otherwise be thrown away.

How many different examples of adaptive reuse can you 
think of? 
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Welcome to the habitat garden, one 
of my favorite places to see friends.

Did you know by using native plants and 
creative thinking you can make a beautiful
place for birds, insects and other creatures
to make a healthy garden? Make sure your 
garden includes these four elements:

Food: Native plants produce flowers, 
fruits, seeds and sap that animals love
to eat.

Water: A bird bath, small pond or a rain 
garden helps many animals get a drink 
when they are thirsty.

Shelter: Trees and bushes can give 
small animals a place to hide from 
predators and bad weather. 

Places to raise their young:
A bee house is perfect for pollinators
to make a home. Monarch butterflies
will lay their eggs on desert milkweed,
 giving the young caterpillars plenty   
  of their favorite food.

�

�

�

�
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As you know, your community is made of many things that were planted, built or created at 
different times. The roads, sidewalks, parks, buildings, houses, trees, statues, murals, power 
lines – everything – play a role in our community and how we feel about where we live. This 
includes community habitat gardens.

In the space below, draw a picture of a habitat garden for your neighborhood. Then, think about 
what you would like to add or remove to make it better and more sustainable. How could 
different choices be good for people, the planet and the economy? Does it make us happier? 
Healthier? More fun? Safer? Add these ideas to your picture to show the innovative solutions to 
today’s challenges that will make tomorrow’s world a better place!
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connect the dots to find his
pollinator friend?

CAN YOU
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Another way to restore natural habitat in the city is to 
plant a butterfly waystation. These small gardens are full 
of native plants with bright, colorful flowers. The flowers 
provide nectar and pollen for insects like monarch 
butterflies, which travel hundreds of miles every year.

You can create a butterfly waystation by planting a 
variety of native flowers like marigolds, Indian Paintbrush 
and Butterflybush. The most important plant for a 
monarch butterfly is milkweed. Although the adults drink 
nectar from all kinds of flowers, they will only lay their 
eggs on milkweed. The caterpillars that hatch eat the 
leaves of the milkweed as they grow. 
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Make a bee house at home 
You can help bees in your garden, too. Follow the instructions below to create a bee house 
for your garden from recycled materials.

Gather these materials from around your house:

» An empty soup can, coffee can, or soda bottle

» Toilet paper rolls or paper towel rolls

» Butcher paper or paper bags

» Scissors

» Tape

» String

» Paint (optional)

Instructions:

Clean your container and remove the lid. If you are using a plastic bottle carefully cut it 
in half. Optional: Paint the outside of your container a bright color to attract more bees.

Place large paper rolls inside the container. Make sure they are not too squished and 
still have an opening. 

Cut paper so it is the same length as your container, and about 4in wide. Tightly roll the 
paper length-way around a pen or pencil, add a few pieces of tape to secure and slip 
the pen/pencil out. Then, tape off one end of the newly made paper tube. 

Once you have made several smaller paper tubes, place them inside and around the 
toilet paper rolls so that all open ends are facing outward. Repeat until the container is 
full. The paper tubes should not fall out when container is tipped over. 

Once complete, tie some string around the container and hang it in your garden. 

To better attract bees to their home, make sure there is a water source near by as well 
as plenty of flowering plants. 

�

�

�
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